Halloween: 2nd Best Costume Extravaganza

So, how many days until Rocky Horror?

Heaven and Hell Party Goes Occult, Opens Gate to the Underworld

College activists organize candlelit vigil to protest racism against demonic guests, are set on fire

By Ms. Robinson '12

Supernatural Affairs Dept.

(Bundy) Heaven and Hell, DKE’s annual Halloween party, took a strange turn this weekend when a peculiar set of students opened a portal to the depths of the Netherworld, releasing all manner of strange beasts and damned souls into the gloomy confines of Bundy Dining Hall.

As the entire campus police force was busy breaking up a belligerent and incredibly dangerous orchestra party in Babbitt, no official action was taken against the legion of the damned.

“I always said I would sell my soul to drop the best beats on campus,” Marcus ‘DJ ResLife’ Von Steuben ’13 claimed, “but I guess I never thought his dark lordship was listening... You’ll never see this guy come in third place.”

A number of partygoers complained about the unexpected demonic intrusion, which led to awkward situations.

Freshman Unaware of Social Norms, Wears Realistic Costume

Unlikely to experience the tender caress of a frat brother

By Ms. Murphy '15

Trick or treat Dept.

(Carnegie: Carnegie) Samantha Shaughnessy ’15, a previously unremarkable freshman, has finally overthrown her anonymity. Students now identify her as the wearer of this Halloweeen’s most realistic costume, a recognition that also comes with the title, “Least Likely to Ever Get Laid, Ever.”

By all accounts, Shaughnessy’s zombie Campus Safety costume was incredibly realistic, from the stolen uniform and fake (probably) blood dripping down her chin, to the disturbingly authentic stench of death.

“That was a costume?” Kyle Holt ’13 asked. “That’s fucking impressive. But no, I could never have sex with that girl. It would remind me too much of that cop my boys and I accidentally murdered down in Mexico last year. Also, was that real blood?”

Sophie Farmington ’14, who became the sexual parish of her class on Halloween 2010 when she wore an honest-to-God pantsuit while dressed as Hillary Clinton, felt Shaughnessy’s pain.

“I didn’t want anyone to suffer the way I did, so I tracked Samantha down, tied her to a chair, and made her watch the Halloween scene from Mean Girls. She COMPLETELY missed the point.”

Shaughnessy’s peers were unsympathetic. “She brought it upon herself,” Amelia Hunsford ’15 said. “It’s not that hard to go out and buy a provocative dress and heels, then make up a reason to wear them. Snooki came up with the excuse ‘sexy pickle’ last year, and she has the IQ of a Chetko.”

When asked about her plans for next Halloween, Shaughnessy replied, “A shirt that says ‘Vagina’ with an arrow pointing down. I’m going as a slutty slut. That’s not too subtle, right?”

Students Looking Forward to a Halloween Without Parents

Chance to relive childhood dream of being a sexy pirate

By Ms. Chapell ’15

Vodka Gummy-worms Dept.

(IParty) With October 31 fast approaching, Hamilton’s students are focusing all of their efforts on coming up with original combinations of animal ears and body paint, thrilled at the prospect of a Halloween free from parental disapproval.

“Last year I had to wear actual clothing so my mom wouldn’t disown me,” Linda Nue ’14 complained. “Like, pants and a shirt—it was so unfair. This year, it’s Scotch tape and glitter all the way.”

Many on Hamilton’s campus share Nue’s sentiments and are determined to reclaim the true spirit of Halloween.

“This is the one day of the year when it’s totally permissible to start pregaming at two in the afternoon while dressed as Squirtilte,” Don Lather ’15 attested. “I mean, that’s pretty much my typical Friday anyway, but at least this time, I won’t be the only one.”

Those nostalgic for youthful innocence are excited for the opportunity to relive cherished childhood memories. “I always loved Halloween when I was a kid,” Sara Stevens ’15 reminisced. “I was a kitten six years in a row.” Laying aside a black thong and cat ears for Friday’s costume, she smiled fondly. “Nothing ever really changes.”

While most anticipate a weekend free from pointed judgment on Sunday morning, other students are embracing the absence of family for more personal reasons.

“As much fun as it was doing lines off of Snow White with my dad in matching gorilla suits, I’m looking forward to a change,” Herman Humphack ’13 admitted. “My father claims it was a bonding experience, but I’ve never looked at a Tootsie Roll the same way since.”

See “More Costume Debauchery” continued on back page.

FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

800 Rolling Stones Songs

Don’t Stop Believin’

Pokemon Theme (in Spanish)

90% chance you’re both rolling and stoned at Diner B

High probability your jujube box does not improve anyone’s singing

“The language barrier only makes it scarier. Hold me, bro.”

See, “Stoner conspiracy theories,” pg. pussy

In this issue: live Heaven & Hell pics!

New Jukebox Forecast

FACE/OFF: Is Joanie a House Cat?

Duelfucius Corner

Duelfucius says: “Moths that go to flames, die.”
FRIYDAY TEN:  
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES  NO ONE SHOULD WEAR (EVER) 
By Mr. Kennedy ’14


9. The Streaking Team — On second thought, this costume will probably be more modest than anything worn by future ATX pledges.


7. Adolf Cain — This unique character mashup takes ‘Nineteen! Nineteen! to a whole new level. Be aware that you might experience self-loathing.

Ms. Humphack, wearing only butterfly wings and a tiara, concurred. “I’ve adapted a new cocktail from Cooking With Martha for the occasion—it’s a two-parts tequila, one-part blood.”

6. A Flapper Trapped in the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire — Ooo, historical burn!

5. An alcoholic college student — The invitations say that a costume is required.

4. Green Lantern — I know this isn’t too offensive but God, that movie sucked.

3. Casey Anthony — This versatile getup also comes with a bonus side costume: Caylee! (Duct tape and trashbag are optional.)

2. Osama Bin Laden — This is traditionally difficult to pull off for Heaven and Hell. Good luck finding 72 virgins at a Bundy party.

1. Rebecca Blackface — Horrible music and racism? Sounds like country’s making a comeback!

THINGS PEOPLE PLAN ON DOING 
This Weekend 
Not Related to Halloween

By Phineas P. Wutterbottom

Well, hello there, dear readers! It’s been a while since I, Phineas P. Wutterbottom III, master of all things fancy, have reviewed the Hamilton lifestyle. But never fear! That hitch has graduated, and the restraining order she filed against me no longer keeps me away from Hamilton (it’s a long, in-crimalistion story)! Nevertheless, I am back! This week, I will review your movie channel. Let us see what type of fine films are playing on the good old Channel 3 this month, shall we?

Perhaps we’ll see one of this summer’s big blockbusters? Captain America was an inspirational movie about the necessity of stereotypes when competing against Aryan Nazis. Thor, meanwhile, was about Anthony Hopkins phonin it on, and featured a bunch of other Asian Norse gods (Hmm, The Avengers is going to be awkward).

Or maybe we’ll be watching an old favorite? Like Space Jam, a documentary about how Michael Jordan really left the NBA because of the Looney Toons’ interstellar hijinks and not gambling controversies.

Erm...there seems to be some kind of problem. Are we sure it’s Channel 3?

Oh—that’s right, the movie channel is still fucking broken. What the fuck?

How can I review these movies if the movie channel is broken? Furthermore, it’s October! How is it still broken in October? Isn’t this school supposed to be for smart people? Showing movies isn’t that complicated, you brain-dead lumps of intestinal sewage. The kid from Statute of Liberty is going to make you go down in Hamilton history (and get expelled).

The Duel’s favorite Halloween tricks that are sure to make you go down in Hamilton history (and get expelled).

Things People Plan on Doing This Weekend

(Seniors Only) Worry about not having a job in 204 days
Watch six hours of Harry Potter in KJ Aud
Help Fugitive Task Force catch serial rapist
Be offended by the “Friday Ten”

Watch Christmas movies on ABC Family because it’s totally the season for that already

More Costume Debauchery

Continued from “Halloween Without Parents” on front page.

Mrs. Humphack, wearing only butterfly wings and a tiara, concurred. “I’ve adapted a new cocktail from Cooking With Martha for the occasion—it’s a two-parts tequila, one-part blood.”